
 

 

                                   Shabat Study by Yada, June 16, 2023 

                                               Mizmowr 89:10 – 15                                           

 

Please Note: I have transcribed this to the best of my ability. Sound bites of parties 

speaking simultaneously and those inaudible to me have been deleted from the 

transcript. If I guessed at a word, it was followed by a ( )? A___ (blank line) indicates 

I could not understand the word or phrase and three periods … indicate an 

interruption in the dialogue of one party by another. Thank you for your 

understanding. MK 

Good evening and welcome to Yada Yah Radio. We’re playing with a couple cripples 

this evening so I want to put everybody on notice. I’m told by Kirk he is suffering 

from bulging discs from his cervical to lumbar regions and the best I can tell from 

Dee her whole clan has the coronavirus with a couple of her kids being bedridden 

now for almost a week. 

The new variety of the coronavirus is quite debilitating in terms of people around 

me that have gotten it. The whole coronavirus thing is so wild because there’s no 

more discussion of it. It is more prevalent now in terms of the percentage of people 

that have it than ever before, it’s just the people are taking home tests and not 

reporting it. It is exceedingly prolific. 

I have several news items I want to cover and then I promised my wife that I would 

tend to an item that came up while translating the 118th Mizmowr before we return 

to the 89th.  

An organization called Factba.se assessed and ran through a database the first 30,000 

words of each president while in office from news conferences, interviews, State of 

the Union, or inauguration addresses. They then ranked each of these presidents 

based on the Flesch-Kincaid scale and more than two dozen standard tests analyzing 

English language difficulty levels. These were off-script utterances, not speeches for 

the most part, that they tried to include in this analysis because they felt that if they 

were analyzing just speeches, like the State of the Union, others typically wrote 

those. So, they tried to emphasize extemporaneous speech by the presidents. The 

results show that Donald Trump's vocabulary when he speaks is at the fourth-grade 

level. So, if you are a Trumpite you need to question your education. It is the lowest 

among the last fifteen presidents. I have always been, and every sane person should 

be, horrified by everything Donald Trump says, writes, or tweets (I guess he's now 
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on Truth something or other, his own platform). Almost everything the guy says is 

particularly horrific in the sense that anybody with whom he's worked in the past 

who is now more objective regarding their judgment of what this very troubled man 

was like in person he will throw under the bus. I don't think there has ever been 

anyone who has been as ready to throw his friends under the bus and trample them 

as Donald Trump. 

But the question still arises would you rather have somebody in the White House 

who makes an utter fool of himself every time he opens his mouth but whose policies 

are actually sane, or would you rather have someone like Biden in the White House 

who can’t put five words together without stumbling because he’s suffering from 

dementia and whose policies are universally deadly? For example, I don’t think 

Donald Trump would have engaged the United States in this proxy war against 

Russia in Ukraine. I don’t think he would have leveled such sanctions on Russia that 

backfired and cratered the US economy. So, it does put you in the position to say do 

I want the blathering idiot whose policies are at least not devastating, or do I want 

the man with dementia whose policies are devastating?  

A moronic Roman Catholic Priest said the Eucharist is a miracle of love hidden in 

plain sight. He cited John 6:51,52, which says, “I am the living bread that came down 

from Heaven. Whoever eats this bread will live forever, and the bread that I give you 

is my flesh.” The Christian Jesus is a nincompoop, or the persons who claim they 

listen to a mythical person to write down said fictitious person’s rantings are 

nincompoops. Eating flesh is a no-no. Cannibals eat flesh; sane people do not. The 

Roman Catholics actually believe that the little wafer they hold up is the flesh of 

their god and the wine they ___ is the blood of their god. It is a miracle; it is in plain 

sight. The miracle is that there are any Roman Catholics. 

The British Royal Navy has two old diesel aircraft carriers for reasons no one knows 

because they can't afford either. They can't use them because they can't fuel them. 

They have two fuelers called "oilers" that are supposed to follow the aircraft carriers 

in their battle groups. Neither is in a state of readiness, and they won't be for some 

time. So, the Royal Navy is without its royal capability. Let's bankrupt ourselves on 

military spending getting ourselves in all manner of difficulty with our military 

spending, and then let's destroy ourselves over it because none of it works. 

I have said several times that supporting the Ukraine in a proxy war against Russia 

is probably the dumbest thing America has done in the last hundred years, and we’ve 

done a lot of stupid things. I’ve also said there was a lot of evidence that the 
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Ukrainians were better Fascists than were the Germans. They, of course, harassed 

Jews more egregiously before the Nazis rose to power and they were the best as 

número uno at harassing and killing Jews in their own country when the Nazis came 

to power. But now the West is ___ pictures of the Ukrainian troops and once again 

it's difficult to hide the fact that they are very proud to wear their Neo-Nazi insignias 

and symbols. There's a picture out now of a Neo-Nazi sitting in a trench awaiting the 

next offensive. It almost looks like a WW I trench warfare picture but indeed we do 

have Neo-Nazi symbolism everywhere. 

NATO is now flying more planes over Germany than at any time in history including 

during WW II. They are engaged now in war games over Germany to show the West 

opposition to the Russians that they gave no choice but to invade Ukraine. Nothing 

says “peace” more than flying lots of war planes overhead.  

Russia's Vladimir Putin has stated that the Ukrainian offensive so far has fizzled. He 

has reported that Ukraine has lost between 25 and 30 percent of the military vehicles 

supplied by Western countries and that its human losses were 10 times higher than 

Russia's. We are to be shamed not only for having senators say you're killing 

Russians; that's also the best use of our money ever to be shamed of using Ukraine 

as a proxy at the cost of a hundred billion dollars and the number of Ukrainians that 

have died because of it. 

Medvedev, who is number two in the Russian hierarchy, has now said that because 

of what the US has done, including before Russia destroyed the Nord Stream 2 

Pipeline, Russia feels now that it has a green light to destroy America's undersea 

communication cables. I can tell you that if and when that happens, that will be 

catastrophic to the West. Putin also said that the United States is getting so deep into 

the abyss in the Ukraine crisis that there is no way out and that it will ultimately 

destroy America. 

The LGTBQIA2S+, which I think stands for two groups, have become quite violent. 

Target decided that it didn't work out very well for Anheuser-Busch to seek an 

endorsement from a transgender dude pretending to be a girl. They decided that 

maybe the gay pride memorabilia that they had stocked in their stores and this 

decision to be all Woke during gay pride month was a bad idea. To remove the (we'll 

call it queer bait), by the way, I have nothing against homosexuality and nothing 

against being bisexual, but when it becomes a political cause, I've got everything 

against it, and transgender, I think, is one of the greatest crimes ever perpetrated 

against our youth. But the LGBTQ ++++ community threatened to bomb Target 
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stores, and several Target stores had to be closed because of bomb threats. Nothing 

says we're peaceful and inclusive like a bomb threat, I suppose. 

Speaking of transgender, in 1991, when transgender first began to surface in boys, 

scientists published a study on borderline personality disorder in mothers and the 

propensity of boys to do transgender operations. They found that of those studied, 

more than half the mothers of the transgender boys had borderline personality 

disorder. 

My ex had a borderline personality disorder; it was untreatable. Somebody with 

borderline personality disorder immediately goes to victimization mode even though 

they're the perpetrator of abuse; they always view themselves as the victim of abuse. 

There is no correlation between reality and what they believe or what they will tell 

others, and no matter what happens, they will always seek to find the worst possible 

motive, apply it to the person who they think is victimizing them, and then create a 

false narrative about it. You can't reason with them; you can't live with them; you 

can't cure them. It is a hellacious situation, and now we find that the study that was 

subsequently buried is making the rounds again that it is a significant cause of 

transgender mutilation. 

A report out of jolly old England shows that the asylum seekers, the migrants from 

the Islamic world, are unhappy with their quarters. They are saying not only is it not 

good enough to stay in an average hotel at huge expense, but that the taxpayers ought 

to put them up in rooms starting at around 2,000 pounds per week, that it's only the 

nicest rooms in the nicest hotels with the best room service that are good enough for 

these asylum seekers all prepped in their hajibs and screaming Allahu Akbar. 

We have a picture from a European museum of a gorgeous painting by the French 

impressionist Monet. Two women who claim to be climate activists thought that the 

best way to force people to do whatever it is that they want to do, because their god 

is the climate, painted their hands with red paint and superglued them to a priceless 

Monet. 

Kirk, you are an artist. Can you imagine someone taking your masterpiece, deciding 

it was their religious duty to smear it with red paint, and then super glue their hands 

to the painting thinking we are so enlightened in what we're doing? 

KIRK: Do you remember on the early shows when you talked about Islam all the 

time? I remember every time they got mad at something we said they would blow 
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up another Muslim. And I’m going how stupid can people get? Well, obviously, they 

can continue everywhere.  

YADA: Speaking of stupid, I had an occasion recently to read through about 10 or 

12 pages that I wrote in March and April of 2020. We first learned of the coronavirus 

in late February of 2020, and the world was starting to react to it with all their 

lockdowns and restrictions by March. I wrote this in April of 2020 and laid out what 

I had seen there as a review of what people were doing right and what we were doing 

wrong. I hadn't read that since I wrote it in 2020, and here it is halfway through 2023, 

and it was just astonishing to see that you didn't have to have hindsight to realize 

that the world reacted in every possible way that was wrong because I laid it all out, 

and it was all with foresight. 

Many of you may have seen the videos both of a Chinese airplane going so close in 

front of a US spy aircraft that it caused the wake vortex to shake the aircraft and then 

in the South China Sea, with the US again trying to taunt the Chinese by seeing how 

close we could get to them. There's now an almost deliberate collision where a 

Chinese warship deliberately flies right across the bow about 250 yards before an 

American cruiser. The Chinese are trying to tell America to go the blankety-blank 

home. You've made a mess of everything you've done, and we're frankly tired of it. 

Something unprecedented is happening in the Middle East. MBS, the Crown Prince 

of Saudi Arabia since the diabolical murder and dismembering of the body of 

journalist Khashoggi has put on one of the most aggressive charm offensives and 

diplomatic strategic maneuvers that the world, particularly the Islamic world, may 

have ever seen. He's now in France and even by his opponent's own reckoning, he is 

someone who is now impossible to ignore. He has vocally stated just how much he 

hates and has little respect for the Biden Administration and has essentially 

threatened the Biden Administration saying if you say anything more, make any 

more demands of us, then you need to know we will crater the US economy. We will 

immediately go away from the US dollar in selling oil, and when we do that, we take 

down the United States, so back off. And the United States had to back down. It's 

another in a series of Biden blunders. 

No one in the world today understands Islam, Saudi Arabia's connection to funding 

fundamentalist Islamic Mosques around the world, and how 99 percent of worldwide 

terrorism is the cause of fundamentalist Islam better than I do. I also know that after 

a while you can put yourself in a position where you don't have any good options. 

The world is in a situation where it does not have any good options as it relates to 
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Saudi Arabia. If you want to continue to rail against them, as has America, you'll 

find yourself with a completely broken economy. What he has done recently with 

Iran, China, France, and the BRIC nations is exceedingly hard to ignore. The guy is 

ruthless and reasonably effective in what he is doing. It’s going to put the Middle 

East of the Time of Ya'aqob's Troubles into a very different situation than it would 

have otherwise. 

My wife wanted me to discuss this with you because she says that in the social media 

space that she and Dee spend so much time cultivating there's a fair amount of 

pushback over the idea that there is no Yahowsha' and no Ma’asehyah. I used the 

term Ma’asehyah because I knew that the character that Christians worship, this 

misnomer named "Jesus," could not have been the Messiah, he was never anointed 

Messiah, and I knew that title belonged to Dowd. So, since the ninth chapter of 

Daniel isn't among the Dead Sea Scrolls, I opined, why don't we come up with a 

name that at least would describe accurately who was doing what for whom and the 

only one that made any sense is Yahowsha' | Yahowah Saves from Yasha’ and Yah. 

So, it's Yahowah Saves – Yahowsha'. It's like the prophet Yasha'yah | Isaiah, just the 

other way around.  

Come to find out, there was no person named Yasha'yah, and most certainly was no 

person named "Jesus." It was Dowd that fulfilled Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym. 

Therefore, that workaround to come up with a term, Ma’asehyah, was also 

unnecessary because Dowd was, in fact, the Messiah. The thing that unlocks all that 

is the only reference of a messiah figure coming to fulfill Pesach, Matsah, and 

Bikuwrym, coming to be cut off but not for himself at the time in the year 4000 Yah 

in 33 CE when those dates were fulfilled you go to Daniel 9 which is a very precise 

discussion of everything that this individual is going to do. Everything this 

individual is going to do takes you through all seven Mow'ed Miqra'ey. So, it 

includes the fulfillment of Kipurym | the Day of Reconciliations, and Sukah as well 

in year 6000 Yah beginning with the fulfillment of Pesach, Matsah, Bikuwrym, and 

then Shabuw'ah in year 4000 Yah, 33CE.  

We find that the person called Gabry'el | gibowr 'el | the Most Courageous and 

Competent Man of God is Dowd. So, the individual, this man that met with Dany'el 

to this very precise prophecy was Dowd. So, when he's speaking of the Mashyach 

and arriving to perform the fulfillment of Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym, he is 

speaking of himself. So, it puts you in a position where there's no room for a 

Yahowsha' or a Ma’asehyah anymore, and there's nothing then in the Christian New 
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Testament of any value; it all dissipates and goes away. That's been difficult for some 

people now because they thought if we had a right name and a right title we could 

still show some respect for Yahowsha'. 

The reason now that we're in the midst of this comprehensive rewrite is I'm writing 

this name Yahowsha’ and Ma’asehyah | the Work of Yah, out of all the volumes. 

Having said that, it's important to know that Yahowah Himself does use the term 

Ma’asehyah | the Work of Yah. In fact, Dowd speaks vociferously of the Ma’asehyah 

| the Work of Yahowah. So, it's not an inaccurate term and Dowd, Yahowah, and 

Yasha’yah | Isaiah speak of Yahowah saving, this blend of yasha’ and Yahowah. It’s 

a very valid term that describes what occurred during the fulfillment of Pesach, 

Matsah and Bikuwrym. So, it’s not errant but it doesn't provide the Son of God and 

actual Messiah his due since it is Dowd who is our Savior.  

So, anyway, I’d like to share my translation of Mizmowr | Lyrics to Sing | Psalm 118 

beginning with statement 15. We’ll cover a few pages of this that helps, I think, better 

than anything I have written so far to explain why we're making this transition from 

one to the other. It begins, 

“There is the Voice (qowl) of an overwhelmingly positive proclamation, an 

exhortation providing legitimate reasons to overcome (rinah) for freedom and 

salvation, deliverance and contentment (wa yashuw’ah) within home and 

dwelling places (‘ohel) of those who are right (tsadyq). The Right Hand (yamyn) 

of Yahowah (Yahowah) engages and acts, doing so and performing (‘asah) with 

courage and character, vigor and strength, capable and competent (chayl). 

(Mizmowr 118:15) 

The Right Hand (yamyn) of Yahowah (Yahowah) is uplifting (ruwm).” (Mizmowr 

118:16) 

There are several references to qowl | a voice. In fact, the first volume of Coming 

Home is named Qowl - A Voice. And while I may be that voice, the Bashar | the 

Herald that is calling out in the last days to call Yahowah’s people home making this 

joyous Proclamation known the one trying to provide legitimate reasons for 

optimism, clearly Dowd is the right hand of God and it is the Father and Son working 

together who collectively provide our salvation, our deliverance from the control 

and influence of human religious and political schemes. And those who consider 

these words who become right with God and thus vindicated, they're going to be 

among those camping out with Yah during the celebration of Sukah |Shelters. So, in 

this Proclamation we have yet another affirmation that Dowd is actively engaging to 
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fulfill the Mow’ed Miqra’ey. In so doing he is demonstrating his courage and his 

character showing that he is capable and competent in this regard to accomplish the 

most difficult mission ever performed by a man. These results are uplifting and that 

is why the Right Hand of Yahowah is shown lifting us up.  

Having now experienced the suppression of liberty associated with this virus called 

the coronavirus we should all be looking forward to being unrestricted. Having been 

subjugated and harassed Yahuwdym | Jews in particular ought to be excited by this 

outcome. I know that I'm joyfully anticipating grasping hold of Yahowah’s uplifting 

hand and being embraced by Dowd’s.  

And as we move forward into the next statement in this Mizmowr | Psalm what we 

read is contrary to what Sha’uwl | Paul would claim. The Messiah is very much alive, 

and he is ready to serve Yahuwdah and Yisra’el. And contrary to Sha’uwl | Paul it’s 

Dowd who was chosen to recount and record the Ma’asehyah Yah. As an example, 

in the next volume of Coming Home we reviewed the 22nd Mizmowr which is 

devoted to Dowd speaking in first person about his personal fulfillment of Pesach 

and Matsah, leading to Bikuwrym. So, this is an abject refutation of Replacement 

Theology which is of course the foundation of Christianity. It reads. 

 “I shall not experience a prolonged death (lo’muwth). Instead (ky) I will 

continue to live (chayah) so that I can continue to recount, record, and relate 

(wa saphar) the Works of Yah (Ma’aseh Yah).” (Mizmowr 118:17) 

For Christianity to transfer all of Dowd’s accolades and all of his accomplishments 

to “Jesus” God has to be made out to be an abject liar and the Messiah and Son of 

God has to be dead existing as nothing more than a long-ago sperm donor who has 

long since decomposed in his grave. That's just not true. Dowd would live three lives; 

one as the anointed Messiah who came became the Son of God, the second as our 

Savior the Lamb of God who fulfilled the first four Mow’ed Miqra’ey, and the third 

as the Eternal King of the universe. Throughout by his words and deeds Dowd 

recounted, recorded, and related the great achievements of Father and Son. 

Digging a bit deeper as a prophet the Messiah and Son of God is revealing that while 

his sacrificial body would die on Pesach and while his soul would leave the land of 

the living during Matsah his apparent death would be short-lived. His nephesh | soul 

would be restored to life on Bikuwrym claiming victory over the plague of death.  

Years ago, I realized no one named "Jesus" existed in the first century. "Jesus" 

wouldn't be invented until the 17th century. Unfortunately, in trying to make some 
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sense of the New Testament's narrative about Iésous Christus, which is to provide a 

Hebrew name, I chose Yahowsha' | Yahowah Saves because it accurately described 

God's purpose in fulfilling Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym. In fact, as a mission 

statement, the idea of Yahowah saving us is reinforced throughout Dowd's thoughts. 

However, now that we know that Dowd fulfilled Yahowah's promises Yahowsha' is 

nothing more than a job description. 

Similarly, I knew that by any name Iésous | Jesus could not be ha Mashyach the 

Messiah. This title is not ascribed to the Christian myth in any prophecy. And yet, 

because I did not realize at the time that Gabry'el was Dowd, that he, of course, is 

the Gibowr of God, and he is ha Mashyach, he was speaking of his own sacrifice in 

Dany'el Nine. So, I sought an appropriate title to ascribe to Yahowsha,' and the only 

one that made any sense was Ma'asehyah | the Work of Yah. Here it is in the 118th 

Psalm written precisely like that, Ma'asehyah. According to Dowd's collaboration 

with Yah, it was not wrong as a job description. Here it is amid a prophecy making 

it accurate as a job description, although it was misleading when used as a title to 

replace Mashyach | Messiah. 

When the Christian mythology about Jesus Christ is recognized, it's so pervasive and 

so ingrained in our culture that it is exceedingly difficult to refute without ascribing 

a correct name and title to the individual who fulfilled Passover, UnYeasted Bread, 

and Firstborn Children in year 4000 Yah, 33 CE. Unaware that it was Dowd, and 

that's my fault, all of our faults, but in our defense, the world has gone 3,000 years 

having all this evidence before it, and not a single person has come to that realization 

even though it is bold and blunt and in our face for 3,000 years. We are the first to 

recognize it, to speak vociferously about it, and to publish it, so to some degree, we 

may have been slow on the uptake, but we're not as slow as the rest of the world, 

which still hasn't figured it out. Those contrivances that I came up with were accurate 

regarding the job description. They were more accurate than what anyone else had 

come up with in 3000 years, but they are less accurate than the bold and blunt truth. 

So, now we know that there was no role for an individual that I had referred to 

as Ma'aseh | the Work of Yah Yahowsha' | Yahowah Saves and that it was Dowd who 

engaged in the work of Yah on Pesach and Matsah. So, along with an exceedingly 

dedicated team and family, I've decided to correct everything I had previously 

written and that we had proofed and published over the last 22 years because it 

inappropriately deprives the actual Mashyach Ben‘El | Son of God our Yasha' | 

Savior of the credit and respect he is due for his role in our redemption. Recognizing 

what Dowd did is the single greatest discovery perhaps in human history, and to deny 
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Yahowah's people that knowledge would be criminal. So, it is at least a year, maybe 

a two-year, undertaking to get this right, and yet it's one of the most wonderful 

undertakings we have ever been part of. I wasn't necessarily wrong because Yahowah 

and Dowd use derivations of Yahowsha' and Ma'aseh Yah to explain what they 

would achieve just this they are doing here right in the midst of Mizmowr 118. 

But there’s so much more to the story which needs to be told at this time. Now to 

my credit while I’m admitting that I was not completely correct and while it took me 

a long while to figure this out, I've been doing this now for 22 years on average 10 

to 14 hours a day six to seven days a week, the point I want to make is that I am 

eager to correct the record to complete the accounting. And to their shame rabbis 

have been at this a lot longer than I have, they've got nearly a 2,000-year head start, 

and they've done neither. They haven't figured it out and they've made no attempt to 

correct the record. Nothing is more important than properly conveying what Father 

and Son have done to reconcile our relationship so we can enjoy the benefits of the 

beryth | Covenant as they are provided through the Miqra’ey | Invitations to be Called 

Out and to Meet with God.  

Since we are in the midst of Dowd revealing what he and Yahowah accomplished I 

wanted to share this with you. Now, if I may cite the foremost authority on this 

matter. 

“There is the Voice (qowl) of an overwhelmingly positive proclamation, an 

exhortation providing legitimate reasons to overcome (rinah) for freedom and 

salvation, deliverance and contentment (wa yashuw’ah) within home and 

dwelling places (‘ohel) of those who are right (tsadyq). The Right Hand (yamyn) 

of Yahowah (Yahowah) engages and acts, doing so and performing (‘asah) with 

courage and character, vigor and strength, capable and competent (chayl). 

(Mizmowr 118:15) 

The Right Hand (yamyn) of Yahowah (Yahowah) is uplifting (ruwm).” (Mizmowr 

118:16) 

Dowd using the same title I had previously affirmed wrote,  

“I shall not experience a prolonged death (lo’muwth). Instead (ky) I will continue 

to live (chayah) so that I can continue to recount, record, and relate (wa saphar) 

the Works of Yah (Ma’aseh Yah).” (Mizmowr 118:17) 

And while this is getting slightly ahead of where I was in my review of the 118th 

Psalm, it goes on to say,  
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“Yah (Yah) teaches and instructs me, even corrects me,  

I’ve always said the smartest way to read every Mizmowr is when it says “me” or 

“you” put yourself there. Read everything that Dowd wrote as if it applies to you, 

and you will seldom be short-changed.  

“Yah (Yah) teaches and instructs me, even corrects me, strengthening me in the 

process (yasar yasar ‘any), so (wa) He will not give me over to (lo’ nathan ‘any) 

the approach of the plague of death (wa la ha maweth). (Mizmowr 118:18) 

This is the doorway (zeh ha sha’ar) of Yahowah (Yahowah). Those who are right 

(tsadyq) shall enter through it (bow’ ba huw’). (Mizmowr 118:20) 

I will want to express what I have come to know, acknowledging my 

appreciation (yadah) to You (‘atah) because (ky) You answered me (‘anah ‘any). 

You have become (wa hayah) the source of my deliverance and freedom (la ‘any 

la yashuw’ah).” (Mizmowr 118:21) 

Long story short: there was no Iesous Christus | Jesus Christ. And while Ma’asehyah 

Yahowsha’ provides an accurate depiction of what was achieved and how it was 

accomplished, our Savior, ha Mashyach, has a name – Dowd – and it is the most 

highly respected of creation. 

So, I wanted to share that with you because I understand there are some folks that 

are still struggling with this transition. I don’t blame you. I struggled with it for 22 

years. I’m not being critical of those who are still struggling with it, but I hope that 

explanation of why I used them, why I am ceasing to use them, and why we are 

rewriting these books, is useful.  

Okay, we were on the 9th statement of Mizmowr 89. When I spoke of the Song of 

Dowd or Dowd’s Song, this is it. This is the Cornerstone of the House of Yah; in 

fact, I just had affirmation of that. It’s amazing. If you want to understand what God 

is saying you need to read a lot of what God said and then make the proper 

connections. It’s in the 120th Mizmowr and while translating it Dowd is specifically 

saying that he is the Cornerstone that the builders of a new world order rejected. So, 

I view Mizmowr 89 as that Cornerstone. It is Dowd’s song; it is the most 

empowering, enlightening, and transformational literature in existence in the world. 

I would go so far as to say that while the foundation is the Towrah, Dowd without 

the Towrah is a waste of time. We wouldn’t know Dowd’s name without the Towrah, 

we wouldn’t understand the sacrifice he made to fulfill the Mow’ed Miqra’ey, we 

wouldn’t understand what the Covenant that he embodies represents; none of that 
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matters without the Towrah. Once you understand that’s the foundation the song that 

sings to our soul, that calls us home and gives us reason to engage in that Covenant, 

to participate in the Mow’ed Miqra’ey, and embrace our Heavenly Father as our 

father and not as a fearsome God is all conveyed in this Mizmowr. God is saying in 

this Mizmowr that He’ll come to the point where He’ll tell you listen, I have given 

every accolade I know to Dowd. He’s everything. He’s the embodiment of the 

Covenant, he’s My Chosen One, the shepherd, the Zarowa’, not only the Strong Arm 

of God but also the Sacrificial Lamb, the Gibowr | the Most Competent and 

Courageous of Men, he is ‘Elyown | Almighty God. Everything that matters was 

accomplished through him, and God says you know I'm sick and tired of these 

religions like Judaism who deny him all of this. They deny that the Mow’ed 

Miqra’ey were fulfilled, they deny that Dowd was the one that fulfilled them. 

Christianity takes everything that was said about Dowd and everything he 

accomplished and gives it to this misnomer called “Jesus Christ.” God is sick of it. 

He says what I’ve constantly harped on - to do either of those two things is to call 

God a liar and God doesn't like being called a liar. That’s what we read in the 89th 

Psalm | Mizmowr.  

All right. We’re going to pick it up at Mizmowr 89:9. It says, 

“You have conveyed vivid parables (‘atah mashal – You have created easily 

remembered proverbs, which are word pictures, in regard to establishing one ruler) 

over the raging devastation and presumptive arrogance (ba ge’uwth – the undue 

and unwarranted status and moral failures along with the violent agitation associated 

with the surging) of the sea (ha yam – of the West, serving as a metaphor for gowym, 

both nations and people).  

When God speaks of the Land, He’s speaking of His People. When speaking of the 

sea He’s speaking of the gowym, not His people. 

When its turbulent and surging waves rise up in deceit (ba nasa’ / nasha’ gal 

huw’ – when its stormy conditions and strong currents which are contaminated with 

biological excrement and defiling human dung are roused using clever trickery to 

craft delusions), You expose them and stop them (‘atah shabach hem – You assert 

what is factually accurate about them, stilling them).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / 

Psalm 89:9) 

Hebrew doesn't have capitalization; capitalization is always something we scratch 

our head over. If the psalmist is speaking about God we're going to capitalize “you, 

he” and those kinds of things out of respect. But the fact of the matter is there is no 
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capitalization in Hebrew and in this case when Nathaniel is speaking here, he could 

be speaking of Dowd. Dowd is the one who wrote the Mashal | Proverbs. Dowd is 

the person who is going to be brought back to quell all the Gentile uprisings. When 

these gowym have risen up in deceit to eat away at everything that is Yisra’el and 

Yahuwdym it’s Dowd who's going to expose and stop them. So, in this case “you” 

can be him or Yahowah. When Yahowah in this Psalm refers to Dowd as God, from 

God’s position he is. We’re all going to be very much like God as we are elevated 

into seven dimensions, enriched and empowered by Him which is the purpose of 

Shabuw’ah | the Promise of Seven. God is so unbelievably perfect as a father that 

His view is if we give all the credit to Dowd, and He is just quietly working behind 

the scenes to make it all happen, He's so proud of what His Son does and has done 

that He's celebrating that. If we give all the credit to Him and deny the credit that is 

due His Son, He’s very irritated by that.  So, when you say okay, this could be 

speaking directly of Dowd, who’s being empowered obviously by Yahowah, that's 

not something that would irritate God because He chose this man to do these very 

things. He likes working through us and Dowd is his favorite person to work through 

to the point where He says he’s My Firstborn, He’s My Son. And when Yahowah 

refers to him as ‘Elyown | Almighty God it is because Yahowah views Dowd as part 

of Himself. 

“You humbled and crushed (‘atah daka’ – You rejected and defeated the oppressor, 

shattering while making contrite the slander of) that which is comparable to the 

reprehensible and deadly nature of (ka ha chalal – the profane and popular 

associations which as a result of one person pressing his agenda are overwhelming 

and fatal; from chalah – to defile) the pretentious pride and stormy arrogance of 

the boisterous afflicter and his false god (rahab – the haughtiness and frenzied 

activity of the insolent and audacious one who presses his contentious and opposing 

plea, the defiant and confused musings associated with emboldened verbal calls for 

religious worship and submission, along with the senseless behavior and 

insubordinate taunts of the self-willed one who falsely claims Divine authorization 

in concert with the monstrous sea and idolatry) with Your empowered and fortified 

(ba ‘oz ‘atah – by way of Your mentally acute, physically strong, and 

psychologically prepared) Zarowa’ | Protective Shepherd and Sacrificial Lamb 

(zarowa’ – Productive Shepherd and Strong Arm who prevails because he is 

effective, fully resolved with the overall ability to accomplish the mission, the 

remarkably important and impactful individual of action who, as a leader and fighter 

is engaged as a shepherd among his sheep, who is fruitful in his ways, especially 
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when sowing the seeds of truth while denoting and advancing the purpose of the arm 

of God, of His shepherd and sacrificial lamb). 

You isolate and separate (pazar – You disperse in divergent directions) Your 

adversaries (‘oyeb ‘atah – those who are opposed and hostile toward You, 

demonstrating animosity, enmity, and rancor with regard to You).” (Mizmowr / 

Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 89:10) 

 Of all Dowd’s titles the most telling, revealing and heroic is Zarowa’. Obviously the 

one that Dowd cherishes the most is Ben ‘El | Son of God. It’s the one we’ll all 

cherish the most. Bath ‘El or Ben ‘El | daughters or sons of God. But in terms of 

describing what he volunteered to do, the most important act ever fulfilled by a man, 

Zarowa’, says that he was the Sacrificial Lamb of Passover. It also explains that he 

was the protective Shepherd and that he is the strong arm of God.  

Since Yahowah isn't pretentious, when arrogant men cop an attitude as the 

pretentious pride and stormy arrogance of the boisterous afflicter and his false God, 

who the Zarowa takes down', God gets annoyed. If you claim to speak for Him as 

Akiba and Maimonides did and you get these huge followers, which they did, or 

Paul, and you claim that God authorized you to contradict Him, God really gets 

annoyed. Righteous indication, rage against these people. As a result, He and His 

son will crush the conceited, shattering those who have sought to defeat His people. 

Chalah | reprehensible and deadly and rahab | insolent and arrogant pleas are both 

singular and, thus, focused on one person, nation, or religion. And yet, since chalal 

addresses that which is profane and thus common, and ka implies a broad 

association, this individual and his institution have had a defiling and fatal influence 

over millions if not billions of people. His contentious pleas, reprehensible agenda, 

and deadly consequences became universal. Moreover, since God’s concern is 

always for His people, any man, country, or faith which sickens those influenced by 

him or destroys anything he sought to build and therefore will harm Yisra’el is an 

enemy of God.  

We have a number of options regarding rahab in that Paul, Akiba, and Muhammad 

all qualify – as does Hadrian. They were presumptuous and pretentious, easily 

enraged and undisciplined. All four were annoyingly boisterous in their audacious 

promotion of themselves and of false gods. Their confused musings and contentious 

pleas have led to senseless claims and behavior the world over. Their effect on those 

who foolishly believed them has been devastating and deadly. Each has inspired 
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frenzied and senseless behavior, as well as an undeserved sense of superiority. All 

four promoted false gods, religious worship, and submission. 

However, since Paul, Akiba, Muhammad, and Hadrian are “chalah – dead,” it is their 

reprehensible, confused, and fatal religious legacy that Yahowah is going to crush. 

The leadership and devotees of Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and in particular, 

Roman Catholicism have been forewarned.  

We’ve talked about this several times. There are two principal and one mildly 

supportive Zarowa’ – Moseh, Dowd, and Yada – they are the most extraordinary 

men in God’s story. The mightiest of them, of course, is Dowd. He is the one being 

deployed to crush Yisra’el’s foremost adversaries: the aforementioned religions. 

This remarkable title is based upon “zera’ – to sow seeds.” As we have learned, these 

seeds can be sown to disseminate the truth and produce nurturing results, including 

an ample harvest. In addition, zera’ speaks of offspring and conceiving a family. In 

this way, Zarowa’ conveys the fruit of the Towrah, the Mizmowr, and the Miqra’ey, 

and thus of Moseh and Dowd. 

I was not being presumptuous in saying that of the three candidates for returning 

hero, Dowd was the best fit because Yahowah’s Zarowa’ is “‘oz – an empowered 

and fortified, mentally acute, physically strong, and psychologically prepared” 

Shepherd. He was also ready, willing, and able to serve as the Sacrificial Lamb; he 

volunteered for this role. And in this way, Dowd is like none other. He is the ultimate 

hero and the Savior of his people. 

The reference to “pazar ‘oyeb – isolating and separating adversaries” could mean 

that God is going to divide and conquer, separating Muslims from Christians and 

both from Secular Humanists so that He can judge them independently based on the 

unique stupidity of each religion. It could also indicate that He is going to isolate 

every party and creed, simply dispersing them from His presence. Either way it’s not 

a very good thing if you happen to be an advocate of any one of those three religions.  

What follows seems to suggest that Yahowah is justified in crushing His adversaries 

because it’s His world; He conceived life. More importantly, He must do as He 

promised in that He vowed to protect His children. If He were not to oppose those 

who would seek to harm them, He would cease to be loving.  

“The spiritual realm of the Heavens (shamaym – the abode of God in the 7th 

dimension) is Yours (la ‘atah – are for You and to approach You). The material 

realm (‘erets – the land), the world (tebel – the Earth), and all that is in it (wa 
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malo’ hy’ – as well as the multitude of things that fill this space), is also Yours (‘aph 

la ‘atah – additionally exists on Your behalf, and on our behalf, enabling us to 

approach You).  

You laid the foundation for them and created them (‘atah yasad hem – You 

established and constituted them). (Mizmowr 89:11) The north (tsaphown – the 

place where treasure is taken and hidden) and (wa) the south (yamyn – the right 

side) You have created them (‘atah bara’ hem – You conceived them and brought 

them into existence). 

Tabowr | the Broken (tabowr – the shattered, crippled, and crushed, a high hill in 

Lower Galilee, location of the battle Deborah and Barak waged against the 

Canaanites, the presumed location of the Mount of Transfiguration, and the location 

where, in 55 CE, 10,000 Yahuwdym were slaughtered by the Romans, and then 

countless more in 66 CE by Emperor Vespasian; later Muslims and Crusaders fought 

there; from tabar and shabar – to be broken down and violently maimed) and (wa) 

Chermown | the Banned and Exterminated (Chermown – the accursed, mutilated, 

and destroyed, a mountain in the Golan along the Yisra’el, Syrian, and Lebanese 

border, the site of intense battles in the Six-Day War (1967) and Yom Kippur War 

(1973) against Muslims, now serves as an Israeli observation post to monitor the 

Syrian and Lebanese jihadists (this word was incorporated into Arabic and used to 

denigrate, ban, and curse Jews); from charam – to prohibit and utterly destroy, 

dedicating to extermination) shout for joy (ranan – loudly, happily, melodiously, 

and publicly call out) in Your name (ba shem ‘atah – with Your proper 

designation).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 89:12) 

It's an interesting review. You created the spiritual realm of seven dimensions up 

there, that’s pretty extraordinary. You created the entire universe, it’s all Yours. You 

laid the foundation for all of this, so You are in a unique position.  That is essentially 

saying that while we can and should use our words to expose and condemn those 

things that are harmful to God's people, harmful to anybody, we're not in a position 

to lash out. That’s as fair as I can possibly be, in fact it's written in every introduction 

to every one of our books. Do not use anything that you learn here to lash out 

violently at anybody for any reason. Use your words. If you're not smart enough to 

use your words, then you're not even smart enough to be reading this. As a parent, 

when your children do things that are not in their interest if your first response is to 

hit them then you really shouldn't be parenting. You need to be as God is asking us 

to be. Read, learn, understand. Then based upon that understanding know, expose, 
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and condemn that which you should disagree with and embrace that which you 

should uphold, and use words to do so. Little brats sometimes make it difficult to 

rely on words, but it is always the right call. 

This distinction that God is making is vitally important, and yet, it is missed by 

religious adherents. Those who called for the Crusades, what a stupid blunder. Those 

who call in Islam for Jihad as if celebrating death and killing was a way to prove 

your God's existence as if when Akiba came up with his false Messiah and decided 

that well now that I've got a false Messiah let's go after those Romans. And what did 

it lead to but enslavement of millions of Jews; use your words. Yes, a day will come 

when Yahowah will deploy and empower His Zarowa’ and they will use their words, 

the mashal, to demonstrably and vividly rule over the ge’uwth | devastating 

arrogance of the yam | sea, which serves as a metaphor for anti-Semitic Gentiles. 

Father and Son will shabach | expose and stop nasa’ gal | those who have arisen by 

crafting deceitful delusions pertaining to them. On that day, Yahowah and Dowd will 

daka’ | reject and defeat the chalal | reprehensible and deadly nature of rahab | the 

pretentious afflicter and his false god, bringing the Zarowa’ | Strong Arm of God 

down upon them to pazaz | isolate Father’s and Son’s ‘oyeb | foes. And they will 

have every right to do so because it is their world – all of it and the lives in it would 

not exist if it were not for Yahowah. As the Creator, Yahowah is in an entirely 

different position than the rest of us.  

We are not called to rise up and slaughter our oppressors as Akiba’s followers 

attempted to carry out against Rome with such horrid results. We are not called to be 

terrorists as Muhammad insists, nor crusaders as popes have pleaded. Unless it is in 

self-defense, as was the case with Dowd protecting Yahowah’s family, we should 

limit our attacks to courageously wielding God’s words. He will take care of and 

honor the rest. 

Ridding the world of the influence of religion is not only God’s responsibility, but 

He is also the only one who is justified in and capable of doing so, and He must do 

so. But in His case, He created this world. We did not create this world or conceive 

the life within it, and thus, souls are not ours to take. Moreover, God provided 

humankind with unequivocal instructions regarding behaviors He abhors along with 

the consequence of pursuing them. So, He’s gone on record saying this is when I’m 

returning, this is what I’m opposed to, and if you are advocating that which is 

harmful to My people, when I return it’s not going to work out well for you. That’s 

all He can do. If they choose to ignore it they will suffer the consequences. 
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Religions are deadly because the faithful do not listen to God. Their conquests and 

inquisitions, as well as their intent to subjugate others, are entirely of human design.  

There are two reasons for mentioning Tabowr and Chermown in this past statement. 

First, these names are based on words revealing that there will be a turn of fortune 

for Yisra’el. God’s people have been broken and banned by Gentiles for 2,700 years, 

but their opposition is about to end. Second, the places where the Chosen People 

were shattered and exterminated by the Romans and then Muslims will become the 

sites of great victories. So, this is prophetic of battles to be waged and won in our 

future some ten years from now.  

For those who have suffered, salvation will be especially sweet. Laments will 

become laughter. Pain and sorrow will turn to joy. And it is the Zarowa’ who will be 

working alongside Yahowah during this marvelous transformation to make the world 

a better place. 

This is the second time in two statements that Zarowa’ is featured in Dowd’s Psalm. 

Kirk, you do a lot of historical study; it's one of your favorite things.  And Dee, you 

are one of the most adventurous researchers I think I've ever known. Are you aware 

of any place other than the Yada Yah series that breaks Zarowa’ out as a title and 

specifically ascribes it to Dowd? 

DEE: No there’s no other; I’ve looked since you started this.  

YADA: And it may be his most important title. Everybody has a conniption fit over 

Messiah. The Messiah is going to come! Well, the Messiah has been here twice 

already and he’s going to come back but Yahowah doesn't make that big a deal over 

it. He makes a much bigger deal over King than He does Messiah as it pertains to 

Dowd. But the name in Dowd’s Song, the title that comes across most powerfully, is 

Zarowa’.  

“Beside You, and on Your behalf (la ‘atah – to approach You and concerning You, 

by Your side), the Zarowa’ | Protective Shepherd and Sacrificial Lamb (zarowa’ 

– the Productive Ram who shepherds the flock, the Strong Arm who prevails because 

he is effective and capable, fully resolved with the overall ability to accomplish the 

mission, the remarkably important and impactful individual of action who, as a 

leader and fighter is engaged as a shepherd among his sheep, who is fruitful in his 

ways, especially when sowing the seeds of truth while denoting and advancing the 

purpose of the strong arm of God, of His shepherd and sacrificial lamb) with 

tremendous power, courage, character, and awesome ability (‘im gabuwrah – 
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with the will to fight and the capacity to perform, who accomplishes what needs to 

be done, becoming victorious. Gibowr is an interesting term. It’s the feminine of the 

descriptive term that Yahowah loves to ascribe to Dowd – gibowr | a mighty warrior, 

valiant soldier, and capable defender, a courageous hero worth noting, the Most 

Courageous and Competent Man of God. Gibowrah is feminine.) will be Your 

strong hand (‘azaz yad ‘atah – is the means You will use to confidently prevail, 

applying the force required to firmly establish and boldly overpower) raised up high 

(ruwm – lifted up as an extension from the source) at Your right side (yamyn ‘atah 

– as Your right hand for having chosen to be right).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / 

Psalm 89:13) 

This is prophetic of Dowd’s return.  

With these words, Zarowa’ | Protective Shepherd and Sacrificial Lamb soars to 

become Dowd’s most distinguished title. His nepesh | soul manifests gabuwrah | 

character and courage, awesome ability and tremendous power because the nepesh | 

soul is the one feminine aspect of Dowd, a very manly man. Nepesh | soul is feminine 

in Hebrew. So, It is Dowd’s soul that fulfilled the first four Miqra’ey and will fulfill 

the last three. So, gabuwrah is singing the praises of Dowd’s soul. He is God’s ‘Azaz 

Yad | Strong Hand, ruwm | raised up to serve at Yahowah’s Yamyn | Right Side. So 

methinks that Dowd is central to God’s plans.  

Thus far, Dowd’s name has appeared twice in the 89th Mizmowr while Zarowa’ | 

Sacrificial Lamb has been used multiple times to describe God’s Beloved Son. Once 

each, Dowd has been called the Bachar | Chosen One, God’s ‘Ebed | Coworker, an 

‘Ad ‘Owlam | Eternal Witness, a Mashal | an Articulate Leader, the Yamyn | Right 

Hand, and ‘Azaz Yad | Strong Uplifted Hand of Yahowah. Therefore, do you suppose 

that the repetition of Zarowa’ | Protective Shepherd and Sacrificial Lamb, by being 

the only accolade and title presented a second time, suggests that it is the Mashyach’s 

and Melek’s most revealing and important depiction? 

Before we review where we have been to answer that question, let’s be perfectly 

clear – all of these things are being said of Dowd personally, including the realization 

that God has built a home specifically for Dowd’s throne. These titles and accolades, 

indeed, job descriptions and mission statements, do not apply to one of Dowd | 

David’s descendants as Judaism and Christianity insist, but to the Messiah and King 

himself. This admission alone is sufficient to take all the air out of both religions of 

Judaism and Christianity. 
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DEE: I was comparing Israel's Son of the Right Hand, Ya’aqob’s son, Benyamin and 

let’s compare to Yahowah’s Son Benyamin and one was an utter failure and disgrace 

and Yahowah’s is not. So, it really is an important title when you understand the 

emphasis Yahowah has on the right side of His strength; it's a huge title __.  

YADA: Clearly, Dowd is the person through whom Yahowah has accomplished 

more than anyone else. God by His very nature, by design, can’t do these things 

alone. Could God have provided His own nephesh and have His own nepesh, as they 

once thought, embody a physical corporeal body to serve as the Passover Lamb and 

could He have His own soul take the guilt of humankind into She’owl and deposit it 

there? I don’t think so. It would defeat the entire purpose of creation which is to form 

a family and work together. What’s really the sacrifice if it’s God Almighty with tiny 

little gnats of Romans crucifying a body that He can just discard? What is it to God 

to have a probe that goes off to She’owl to take our guilt away? It was the best 

explanation that anyone could have apart from recognizing that Dowd did this and 

that for Dowd it was a big deal. And it’s perfect because it leads to Bikuwrym which 

is Firstborn Children and Dowd is the Bakowr | the Firstborn of Yahowah. To 

understand that is exceedingly profound. 

DEE: I’m just agreeing with you. It is profound and I really thought about it when 

you first presented the Zarowa’. I was kind of non-plussed at first. I was a little like 

okay, it's a lamb. I'm not sure the significance of all this emphasis in the 

capitalization but it's totally worth the distinction. It is a title for sure. It's absolutely 

worth mentioning, and I love it. 

YADA:  You can define zarowa’ a lot of different ways which is why I read the full 

description of what zarowa’ means. It’s based on the Hebrew word zera’. Zera’ is 

important because it speaks of sowing seeds and reaping the bounty of it. It is used 

to speak of offspring as you would have in a Covenant family and the greatest seeds 

are words which take root and grow in people's lives.  

But also, zera’ is the word that is the fulcrum upon which Pauline Doctrine and 

Christianity were conceived.  In Galatians as Paul starts to make his strident moves 

against the Towrah to eliminate the Towrah and propagate this myth of the “Gospel 

of Grace” and “Salvation through Faith” he uses zera’ | seed to skip from ‘Abraham 

all the way to his pretend god Iesous Christus. So, it’s the fulcrum upon which 

Christianity was conceived and it is the title used to describe the one who fulfilled 

Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym leading to Shabuw’ah. When zarowa’ is used in the 

Towrah it is almost exclusively descriptive of the Passover Lamb and the preparation 
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of the Passover Lamb. So, it is exceedingly well established as to what it means and, 

in this context, it is a very powerful title.   

Now there is so much more. In the 2nd Mizmowr, we learned that there was a 

religious conspiracy afoot to misappropriate the status and authority of Yahowah and 

His Mashyach | Anointed Messiah – Dowd. In the same Psalm, God announced Ben 

‘Any ‘Atah | You Are My Son. 

In the 7th Mizmowr, Yahowah stated that Dowd was His appointed Shaphat | Judge 

through whom He would vindicate and condemn.  

We read in Yasha’yah / Isaiah 40:10 that God would be returning with His Chazaq | 

Empowered Leader and Impassioned Defender. He said that His Zarowa’ | Protective 

Shepherd and Sacrificial Lamb would be speaking for Him. And in the next 

statement, we were told that Dowd would be the Ra’ah | Shepherd tending the 

Almighty’s flock. Then at the conclusion of Yasha’yah 40:11 we learned that Dowd 

would be gathering God’s lambs ba zarowa’ huw’ | in his strong and capable arms, 

serving the flock both as the protective ram and sacrificial lamb. In Solomon’s 

dedication speech to all Yisra’el as recorded in 2 Chronicles 6, the King’s son 

revealed that the Nakry would speak of his father’s role as the Yad | Hand of God. 

He would reveal that Dowd is God’s Chazaq | Most Powerful and Passionate Leader 

and His Zarowa’. 

When we turned to 2nd Samuel 7, we are always reminded that Dowd | David is 

Yahowah’s ‘Ebed | Coworker. Upon his return, he would be God’s Nagyd | Most 

Conspicuous and Informed Guide. God said that He would make Dowd’s shem | 

name and reputation ha gadowl | the greatest of all – the most glorified on Earth. In 

addition, Yahowah announced that He would beyth ‘asah | engage with the Covenant 

Family through Dowd. 

As we progress to 2 Samuel 7:12, God categorically states that He would establish 

Dowd’s reign over his kingdom while reestablishing the family home, inclusive of 

his throne, forevermore. Then Yahowah revealed, “‘any hayah la huw’ la ‘ab we 

huw’ hayah la ‘any la ben | I was, am, and always will be for him as a Father, and he 

was, is, and always will be for Me as a son. Mindful that we learn from repetition, 

Yahowah affirmed that Dowd’s beyth | family and malakah | kingdom would ‘aman 

| be established and endure ‘ad ‘owlam | as a restoring witness forevermore.  

When we turned to the 103rd Mizmowr, we discovered that Yahowah’s barak | 

blessings would be provided through Dowd’s nepesh | soul. He would be the Ga’al 
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| Kinsman Redeemer who paid the price for us to live. Then in the 19th statement, we 

found another affirmation that Dowd’s kise’ | throne and his malkuwth | kingdom 

would serve as a mashal | vivid picture of what we should expect to see in all things 

the Father and Son have done and do for us. Further into the text, Psalm 103:20 

explains that Dowd is Yahowah’s Gibowr | Most Courageous and Capable Man. 

Moving on to the 20th Mizmowr, we find that Dowd will be dispatched as God’s 

principal ‘Ezer | Collaborator to assist those struggling during the Time of Ya’aqob’s 

Troubles. Moving through the 6th statement of this same Psalm, we read that 

Yahowah intends to yasha’ | provide salvation through His Mashyach | Messiah. This 

bold declaration concludes by saying that God intends to respond from Heaven 

through the Gibowrah | Feminine Characteristic (i.e., nepesh | soul) of Dowd, the 

Most Courageous and Capable Leader, His Yamyn | Right Hand, through whom He 

will Yasha’ | Save. Then, for those of us who require a little reminding, once again 

we read that the Melek | King is the one offering yasha’ | liberation and salvation. 

Addressing Dowd | the Beloved by name, the Melek | King is called the Tsemach | 

Branch in Yirma’yah / Jeremiah 23:5. This presentation concludes by reminding us 

that Yahowah Tsadaq ‘Anachnuw | Yahowah is our Source of Vindication because 

He is Right. 

Those are the facts, and they are consistent and compelling. Dowd is the Zarowa’ | 

Sacrificial Lamb, the Mashyach | Messiah, the Ben ‘El | Son of God, and our Yasha’ 

| Savior. 

“Being correct and vindicating … 

It is the most important affirmation that can possibly be made. It not only destroys 

completely the most popular religion in human history, Christianity which is also the 

most anti-Semitic and most destructive of God's people, it destroys Judaism. Judaism 

never acknowledges that Dowd is the Son of God. In fact, they say they're different 

species so it's not possible. They always say that the Messiah is going to come from 

the seed of Dowd as opposed to is Dowd. They never acknowledge that Pesach has 

been fulfilled, much less that Dowd is the one who did it. They don't even celebrate 

Matsah anymore much less acknowledge that Dowd’s soul is the Gibowrah who 

courageously took our guilt and deposited it into She’owl so that it would never be 

seen again. They are not looking for Dowd to return as the Messiah; they don't even 

want to acknowledge that he was the Messiah. This is devastating for Judaism. 
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“Being correct and vindicating (tsedeq – being right, honest, and fair, being 

accurate, just, and acquitting) regarding executing good judgment and justly 

resolving disputes (wa mishpat – along with adroitly pondering all of the questions 

required to make rational and moral decisions; a compound of ma – to question and 

thus ponder and consider and shaphat – to decide, to be discriminating, and to be 

just, executing good judgment) serve as the foundation (makown – are the basis 

and home, the very essence of the upright nature) of y/Your throne (kise’ ‘atah – of 

y/Your authority and position of honor).  

A loving relationship and genuine mercy (chesed – loyalty and devotion, enduring 

favoritism and affection, generosity and kindness, and especially the benefits and 

sense of community germane to the covenant), along with a steadfast commitment 

to the truth (wa ‘emuwnah – trustworthiness and honesty, being reliable and 

dependable; from ‘emuwn – the enduring truth and ‘aman – to support, confirm, and 

uphold that which is trustworthy and reliable, verifiable and confirming that which 

is correct and accurate), encounter those who enter y/Your presence (qadam paneh 

‘atah – embrace those who come to meet y/You, and can be anticipated because they 

are front and center with y/You and naturally occur in y/Your presence).” (Mizmowr 

/ Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 89:14) 

Here's another time this could be capital You and speaking of Almighty God. This 

could be lowercase you and speaking of His Son. 

“Being correct and vindicating (tsedeq – being right, honest, and fair, being 

accurate, just, and acquitting) regarding executing good judgment and justly 

resolving disputes (wa mishpat – along with adroitly pondering all of the questions 

required to make rational and moral decisions; a compound of ma – to question and 

thus ponder and consider and shaphat – to decide, to be discriminating, and to be 

just, executing good judgment) 

The mishpat is a way of describing what Pesach and Matsah achieve. Pesach is the 

Doorway to Life. It makes us immortal; it opens the door to Heaven. But you can’t 

enter it without coming to exercise good judgment about resolving disputes which 

are resolved because of what Dowd did on Matsah where he removed the religious 

fungus from our souls and took it with him and deposited it into She’owl. That’s how 

the disputes that separated us from God were resolved.  And those things 

serve as the foundation (makown – are the basis and home, the very essence of the 

upright nature) of y/Your throne (kise’ ‘atah – of y/Your authority and position of 

honor).   
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Your throne is Dowd’s throne is the only throne that is being discussed throughout 

this Mizmowr |Psalm.  

A loving relationship and genuine mercy (chesed – loyalty and devotion, enduring 

favoritism and affection, generosity and kindness, and especially the benefits and 

sense of community germane to the covenant), along with a steadfast commitment 

to the truth (wa ‘emuwnah – trustworthiness and honesty, being reliable and 

dependable; from ‘emuwn – the enduring truth and ‘aman – to support, confirm, and 

uphold that which is trustworthy and reliable, verifiable and confirming that which 

is correct and accurate), encounter those who enter y/Your presence (qadam paneh 

‘atah – embrace those who come to meet y/You, and can be anticipated because they 

are front and center with y/You and naturally occur in y/Your presence).” (Mizmowr 

/ Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 89:14) 

If you’re going to enter Dowd’s presence, then you're going to be committed to the 

truth. It’s a powerful statement about what Dowd has done with his Father’s 

enrichment, blessing and support so that we might live. 

KIRK: For several weeks now this review of these verses has been so powerful I 

don’t see how anyone could refute this. This wipes out every other position. I sit here 

in awe listening to you read it. I’ve read it and taken notes on it and it’s the most 

positive thing I’ve ever read. 

YADA: I think that making the Mia culpa argument that we began this program with 

which is Mashyach Yahowsha’ isn't necessarily wrong. It accurately uses Dowd’s 

own terms of the mission Father and Son fulfilled. When you fully understand in 

that context, particularly on that 118th Mizmowr as we were going through it, the 

power of what truly happened and how we are a voice calling out to God's people 

proclaiming this marvelous news that their savior is not only one of their own he is 

the most important and best known of their own. I hope that helps to frame this issue. 

The most powerful thing is actually what we just did where we went through the first 

20-some-odd Mizmowr | Psalms and built the case that Yahowah has been consistent 

all along. He’s made all these marvelous statements about His Son, described all of 

these tremendous accolades to him, and acknowledged this marvelous achievement 

of being our Savior, fulfilling Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym leading to Shabuw’ah 

which is the enrichment and empowerment of our souls. It’s a consistent message 

that is undeniable and it all speaks of Dowd, not his descendants. It all speaks directly 

of Dowd, and it's interwoven into the most important prophecy for us here at Yada 

Yahowah which is 2 Samuel 7.  
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We have this marvelous prophecy that speaks of everything that's going to transpire 

that's relevant over 3,000 years focusing all on Dowd, but the whole thing begins 

about houses, who built them, and who lives in them. It’s just so marvelous. Dowd 

was living the life of luxury. He had this wonderful home on the ridgeline of 

Mowryah on Tsyown | as the Signs Posted Along the Way and they say God’s home 

on Earth is in a tent behind curtains. This isn’t fair. I want to build a marvelous home 

for God. And God said wait a minute. Did I ask you to build Me a home? I don’t 

recall asking you to do that. I’m the Dad. I’m quite capable of taking care of Myself. 

I’m not looking for you to build me a home; I'm looking to build your home. It’s just 

the most beautiful presentation of Father and Son and that's why this thing is so 

important that you shall always be for Me as a son, and I shall always be for you a 

Father.   

Since Yahowah has pronounced that Dowd was “tsedeq – right,” noted his “mishpat 

– ability to exercise good judgment” defined him and He transitions to Dowd in 

89:13, referring to him as His Zarowa’ and ‘Azaz Yad, it is possible that the psalmist 

is saying that the “makown – foundation” of Dowd’s “kise’ – position of honor” is 

“genuine love, loyalty, and devotion. You don’t fulfill Pesach and Matsah unless you 

are devoted to the cause, unless you are committed to living out the truth of the 

Towrah. While all of this would also apply to Yahowah as Father and Son, “Your” 

throne and presence could become lowercase and apply to Yisra’el’s king, Dowd / 

David. If so, it would describe what we should anticipate when we witness his 

appearance and meet with him. Or even more appropriately, the intent may have 

been to say that we can learn to be correct about Yahowah when we exercise good 

judgment regarding the reason Dowd has been afforded this position and authority. 

We can learn so much about what God values and what He wants to achieve, the 

way He chooses to work through us and what we will experience in Eternity with 

Him by listening Him talk about His Son.  

The “chesed – loving relationship” Dowd developed with God as a result of the 

“chesed – genuine mercy” he experienced from his Father were both predicated upon 

his lifelong pursuit of “‘emuwnah – the truth.” Following his example, we can count 

on the fact that Yahowah’s mercy comes to those who trust and rely upon that which 

is correct. Being right is what perfects the imperfect – not faith. In this way, as the 

Zarowa’ | Sacrificial Lamb, Dowd is the purveyor of salvation.  

 Yahowah made it possible for Dowd to serve as the Pesach ‘Ayil and then fulfill 

Matsah en route to Bikuwrym and Shabuw’ah – in year 4000 Yah, facilitating the 
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benefits of the Covenant. All five benefits are delivered by Father and Son working 

together to fulfill the first Mow’ed Miqra’ey in year 4000 Yah. We become immortal, 

we are perfected, we are adopted into the Covenant family, we are enriched, and we 

are empowered with the promise of seven. He would enable Yisra’elites to 

immortalize and perfect their souls, enriching and empowering Covenant Members 

in the process. And because he has done this, we have become the living expression 

of Taruw’ah | Trumpets, the fifth Miqra’ | Invitation to be Called Out and Meet with 

God by serving as Dowd’s Heralds to his Kipurym return.  

“Delighted to show the way because blessed (‘ashry – happy to reveal the proper 

path to the relationship and treated favorably; from ‘asher – enjoying the benefits of 

the relationship by having been shown the steps to walk to get the most out of life 

and ‘any – me) are the people (ha ‘am – are the family members) who are aware 

of and acknowledge (yada’ – who are familiar and acquainted with, who learn about 

and make known, who comprehend and understand) Taruw’ah (Taruw’ah – 

Trumpets, the 5th of 7 Miqra’ey, time to expose corruptions while sharing the truth, 

crying out an alarm and shouting for joy, blowing the showphar to announce the 

upcoming harvest of souls and Dowd’s return), who walk (halak – who choose as a 

way of living to continually travel about, exploring and moving (piel imperfect 

paragogic – by continually choosing to walk with Him, Yahowah becomes engaged 

and active with that individual)) with the light into Your presence (ba ‘owr paneh 

‘atah – along with and within this enlightenment into Your shining brilliance, 

appearance, and face), Yahowah (Yahowah).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 

89:15) 

Do you know there isn't a single religious Jew and maybe not even a secular Jew, 

other than those who are part of the Covenant family through what we have revealed 

in Yada’ Yahowah, who acknowledge Taruw’ah? In fact, if you say Taruw’ah is one 

of the seven Mow’ed Miqra’ey to a Jew they'll look at you and say what are you 

talking about. If speak of Trumpets to a Christian, they’ll say oh isn’t that the time 

we’re going to have the Rapture? No. Nobody has a clue what Taruw’ah is. Taruw’ah 

is about heralding the message and the message being heralded is that once you have 

become immortal, perfected and adopted into Yahowah’s family and enriched, 

empowered, and enlightened you are prepared to play an important role to call 

Yahowah’s people home to draw their attention to the realization that Dowd and 

Yahowah | Father and Son are returning on Kipurym in year 6000 Yah which is just 

over ten years from now on October 2nd at 6:22 pm, sunset, in Jerusalem in 2033. 
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The message of Taruw’ah is for us to acknowledge that's going to happen so that 

Yahuwdym are there to embrace Father and Son. 

This is the last chance; it’s the ultimate family reunion. Yowm Kipurym is the Day 

of Reconciliation. It’s when Dowd will return. And the first act will be to anoint the 

Kaporeth | the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant in accordance with the 

Towrah’s instructions about preparing for the reconciliation of God's people on this 

day, and we acknowledge that on Taruw’ah. That is the purpose of Taruw’ah. 

I was called to this mission on Taruw’ah in 2001 and for the last 22 years we have 

been the living embodiment of Taruw’ah, the Miqra’ that Jews don’t even 

acknowledge. They've replaced it with a Babylonian holiday called Rosh Hashanah 

| Head of the Year. Yahowah’s new year doesn’t start on the first day of the seventh 

month. It starts on the first day of the first month which is Abyb. Fourteen days later 

is Pesach, Matsah, and then Bikuwrym. They’ve got it all wrong. 

If you’re going to be there and if you’re going to enter the light of Yahowah’s 

presence you’ve got to know the path to follow - Pesach, Matsah, and Bikuwrym. 

Even when I say that religious Jews celebrate Passover as if it were a week long and 

Matsa was only an ingredient. No. The event is Chag Matsah, and it includes Pesach 

as the first day and Bikuwrym | Firstborn Children as the third day. The whole event 

is built around Matsah because Matsah is when we are perfected; it’s when Dowd’s 

soul carried our guilt with him into She’owl to deposit it there. And, of course, 

Shabuw’ah is the Promise of Seven where our enlightenment, empowerment, and 

enrichment are increased sevenfold into the seventh dimension so that we are 

prepared to participate together in Taruw’ah to warn God's people that their religion 

is paralyzing and estranging them and annoying to their God so that there will be a 

tremendous reunion of God's people, Yisra’el and Yahuwdah upon the celebration of 

Kipurym in year 6000 Yah, just ten years from now.    

“Delighted to show the way because blessed (‘ashry – happy to reveal the proper 

path to the relationship and treated favorably; from ‘asher – enjoying the benefits of 

the relationship by having been shown the steps to walk to get the most out of life 

and ‘any – me) are the people (ha ‘am – are the family members) who are aware 

of and acknowledge (yada’ – who are familiar and acquainted with, who learn about 

and make known, who comprehend and understand) Taruw’ah (Taruw’ah – 

Trumpets, the 5th of 7 Miqra’ey, time to expose corruptions while sharing the truth, 

crying out an alarm and shouting for joy, blowing the showphar to announce the 

upcoming harvest of souls and Dowd’s return), who walk (halak – who choose as a 
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way of living to continually travel about, exploring and moving (piel imperfect 

paragogic – by continually choosing to walk with Him, Yahowah becomes engaged 

and active with that individual)) with the light into Your presence (ba ‘owr paneh 

‘atah – along with and within this enlightenment into Your shining brilliance, 

appearance, and face), Yahowah (Yahowah).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 

89:15) 

Those who have been part of these programs for many years and who have read Yada 

Yahowah know that it began with the first word of this statement. It happens to be 

the first word that Dowd spoke to us, ‘ashry. It is the personalization of ‘asher. It’s 

the first word of the first Mizmowr | Psalm. It is the first word of this statement. It is 

the word that brought all the words that followed in the Yada’ Yahowah series and 

brought us together with Yahowah because it led us to the prophecy that is really the 

essential skeleton upon which all prophecies are explained, 2 Samuel 7, where ‘asher 

plays the most pivotal role, and it was trying to explain that that it was the first word 

that I translated of all of Yahowah’s words. And here it is again. 

“Delighted to show the way because blessed (‘ashry – happy to reveal the proper 

path to the relationship and treated favorably; from ‘asher – enjoying the benefits of 

the relationship by having been shown the steps to walk to get the most out of life 

and ‘any – me)  

‘Asher is the most remarkable term in Hebrew and because it is actionable as a verb, 

it is a preposition, it is a noun, and it conveys all of these things. It is also a proper 

noun in that it is the name of one of the 12 tribes. It is such a rich and empowering 

term, and it essentially exists to form a relationship that is presented as beneficial so 

long as you walk along the narrow path that has been provided to get the most out 

of life. 

“Delighted to show the way because blessed (‘ashry – happy to reveal the proper 

path to the relationship and treated favorably; from ‘asher – enjoying the benefits of 

the relationship by having been shown the steps to walk to get the most out of life 

and ‘any – me) are the people (ha ‘am – are the family members) who are aware 

of and acknowledge (yada’ – to acknowledge, to know, to be familiar with, to learn 

about and make known, to comprehend and understand) Taruw’ah (Taruw’ah – 

Trumpets, the 5th of 7 Miqra’ey, a time to expose corruptions while sharing the truth, 

crying out an alarm and shouting for joy, blowing the showphar to announce the 

upcoming harvest of souls and Dowd’s return), who walk (halak – who choose as a 

way of living to continually travel about, exploring and moving (piel imperfect 
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paragogic – by continually choosing to walk with Him, Yahowah becomes engaged 

and active with that individual)) with the light into Your presence (ba ‘owr paneh 

‘atah – along with and within this enlightenment into Your shining brilliance, 

appearance, and face), Yahowah (Yahowah).” (Mizmowr / Lyrics to Sing / Psalm 

89:15) 

It’s an amazing story so beautifully told in the 89th Mizmowr I don't think there's 

any denying that it is the Cornerstone of the Covenant and it's the Cornerstone of 

Yahowah’s home. This Mizmowr was revealed four years after Dowd’s initial 

passing the first of his three lives. It was coterminous with Solomon's address when 

he was dedicating the Cornerstone of the house. This is year 3000 Yah, 968 BCE, is 

the date that this was first vocalized to God's people. Because the 89th Mizmowr is 

found in every Bible, to use the pagan term, it’s like the time bomb that completely 

obliterates Judaism and Christianity and yet they carry it around oblivious to it. You 

almost never hear of a Christian or Jew citing from the 89th Mizmowr and yet it is 

the most powerful of them all. It’s so destructive to their religion. But for us who 

cherish the Covenant, who cherish Yahowah, who have come to embrace everything 

that Yahowah has said and done through his beloved Son Dowd, there are no sweeter 

words than the 89th Mizmowr.   

In all fairness it’s difficult to know when to let up when you’re dealing with 

something as powerful as the 89th Mizmowr or even what could be learned from the 

118th, which is how we began this program. So, I guess there’s no reason to apologize 

for being enthusiastic about this material. 

We’ll return to Mizmowr at 89:15 next week. I want to give a call out to my wife, 

Leah, who is spending her last night in Florida for a health trip.  She is listening to 

this program with my beloved friend Dr. Jeff Grill and Jeff’s father who is an 

exceedingly bright and generous man. Dr. Jeff Grill was the second Yahuwd to 

become part of the Covenant family through what we learned at Yada’ Yahowah. Our 

relationship must go back almost 20 years now. He visited with me for some time 

when I lived in Charlottesville, Virginia. The relationship has been near and dear to 

both of us and it is a tremendous joy to have him host my wife in his home tonight 

as they listen to the show. He’s been most helpful to us in a medical issue and we’re 

greatly appreciative of all he has done. 

So, anyway, a shout out to Dr. Jeff Grill and my bride who is returning tomorrow, to 

Dee for being with us when her whole house has the COVID, and to my broken-
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down partner and friend there in Carmel, California who's got the bulging and 

irritating discs from top to bottom.  

Good night one and all. Happy Shabat.  


